New Cashforce office in Warsaw, Poland fuels
its Cash Forecasting product excellence
WARSAW, POLAND, June 7, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Cashforce, an innovative Cash Forecasting
and Working Capital Analytics solution provider, has announced it will open a new office in
Warsaw, Poland to expand the company’s activities. This new office will further accelerate
Cashforce’s growth and market presence on a global scale with the addition of a new technical
team. For this expansion, various product-focused positions are becoming available, ranging
from Chief Architect and team leaders to analysts and front-end/back-end engineers.
“We are delighted to share the news of the opening of our product-focused branch. Together
with our new platform which launches soon, we continue to push the frontier of Cash
Forecasting & Working Capital product excellence,” said Nicolas Christiaen, CEO of Cashforce.
Cash forecasting remains a top priority of any corporate and Cashforce offers a unique solution
to assist finance and treasury departments in this challenge. Building upon years of experience,
we’re reinforcing the vision to save time and cash by offering automated Cash Forecasting
technology. The new platform is equipped with real-time data processing capabilities, an intuitive
user-experience that lowers the barrier to entry and enhanced (AI-powered) scenario building
capabilities.
Jan Bakker, COO of Cashforce, adds: “It’s great to see our global presence ramping up. By
reinforcing the product team with various technical positions, we’re ready to further integrate
the latest and greatest technologies into our product.”
As a Fintech scale-up disrupting the treasury space, Cashforce is experiencing substantial
international growth. To make their ambitious vision a reality, they are looking for motivated
candidates to join us in creating a world-class product. Of course, it all starts with the amazing
people. You can become a part of a dynamic and global team that encourages ownership,
diversity and personal growth. Learn more about the Cashforce company culture.
Want to be a part of the Cashforce fintech experience? Find out more on their open positions.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/543149494
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